Each Campus will report the following annually on October 1, for the prior fiscal year (July 1, 2017 to June 30, 2018), without disclosing any information that would reveal the identities of the parties involved:

1. The number of Sexual Misconduct, Dating and Domestic Violence, and Stalking reports received in which a Student is the Respondent: 1
2. The number of Sexual Misconduct, Dating and Domestic Violence, and Stalking reports received in which an Employee is the Respondent: 20
3. The number of Sexual Misconduct, Dating and Domestic Violence, and Stalking reports investigated: 5
4. The number of Sexual Misconduct, Dating and Domestic Violence, and Stalking reports resolved without investigation, including a description of the resolution and/or reason for no investigation: 22
   1. Early Resolution: Addressed concerns with Respondent
   2. Rights and options issued, declined to pursue investigation
   3. No jurisdiction - Resources provided and referred to OCC T9C and PD
   4. Early Resolution: Addressed concerns with Respondent, moved Complainant to new course section
   5. Early Resolution: Addressed concerns with Respondent
   6. Rights and options issued, declined to pursue investigation
   7. Rights and options issued, declined to pursue investigation
   8. Early Resolution: Addressed concerns with Respondent, limited contact agreement
   9. Rights and options issued, declined to pursue investigation
   10. Early Resolution: Addressed concerns with Respondent
   11. Early Resolution: Addressed concerns with Respondent, moved Complainant to new course section
   12. Rights and options issued, declined to pursue investigation
   13. Early Resolution: Addressed concerns with Respondent
   14. Rights and options issued, declined to pursue investigation
   15. Early Resolution: Addressed concerns with Respondent
   17. Early Resolution: Addressed concerns with Respondent, referred to faculty affairs
   18. No jurisdiction - Rights and Options issued, referred to UCI title IX office
   19. No jurisdiction - Rights and Options issued, transferred to UPD
   20. No jurisdiction - Rights and Options issued, transferred to UPD
   21. No jurisdiction - Rights and Options issued, transferred to UPD
   22. No jurisdiction - Rights and Options issued, transferred to UPD
5. The number of Sexual Misconduct, Dating and Domestic Violence, and Stalking investigations in which the Respondent was held responsible, including a description of the final sanction: 2
   • Student discipline pending
   • Employee discipline pending
6. The number of Sexual Misconduct, Dating and Domestic Violence, and Stalking investigations in which the evidence was found insufficient to hold the Respondent responsible: 2